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Logging in.

For Alumni
https://nafa-dev.outsystemsenterprise.com/Nexus_Alumni/

For Students
https://nafa-dev.outsystemsenterprise.com/S3Web/ 



Upload your CV – Benefit from personalisation.
Click on your profile page -> Update 
my CV -> and upload your resume. 

Note that your resume must be in 
text file formats (.pdf, .docx, .doc, 
.html, .txt, .rtf etc). Although, you 
may embed images to the text files, 
it is advisable to use words when 
describing your work experiences 
and skills.

Obtain personalized skills 
assessment, job recommendations 
and industry updates.

Click on “Skills” to access the skills tab.

The skills tab is where you dive deeper 
into the information obtained from your 
CV, including your skills, personality 
traits, and skills you should learn.



Search for jobs and opportunities

Click on the “Jobs” 
tab and then on 
“Search jobs” to 
arrive at this page.

Click on the “Jobs” 
tab and then on 
“Search jobs” to 
arrive at this page.

Search for jobs by 
skills, titles, 
description or 
companies.

Results from 
search query. 
Search results may 
be further filtered 
from the selection 
above. 

Indicates the match score 
to the job. The score is 
evaluated based on the 
requirements of that job 
and your profile and serves 
to help you quickly 
evaluate your match.
A quick rule of thumb is 
that jobs above 30% are 
considered a relevant 
match.

The skills the job requires
which you have as well are 
in green while those you 
lack are in gray.

Click on this button to 
apply for this job. It will 
bring you to the actual 
application website.

If it is a sponsored job, it 
will be tracked under the 
page Jobs -> View jobs 
opportunities.



Receive job recommendations

Click on the “Jobs” 
tab and then on 
“View job 
opportunities” to 
arrive at this page.

Click on “See More” to expand on 
the job details and view the full 
job description.

Click on “Apply” to apply for the job. A window will 
prompt for your confirmation and your cover letter 
you can submit for this job application. 

Receive job recommendations based on your 
skills profile, and those which match your 
substantive grade (or one grade higher).



Support.

For queries, please submit them here
• ecg@nafa.edu.sg
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